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Silicon carbide semiconductor devices are expected to be used in severe environments such as outer space and nuclear

power plants. However, SiC devices don't present theoretically expected performance levels. This is considered to be attrib-

uted to defect at the SiO2/SiC interface that degrades the electrical performance of the device. The oxide layer of the real

device has an amorphous structure, and there is an interlayer in the SiO2/SiC interface. To emulate the real device interface

structure with the computer simulation, it is important to construct the amorphous SiO2 structure on SiC. The slab model using

693 atoms for a-SiO2 on a 4H-SiC(0001) crystal layer was constructed by using first-principles molecular dynamics simula-

tion code optimized for the Earth-Simulator. The heating and quenching method was carried out to make an a-SiO2/SiC inter-

face structure. The Si-O bond length, the O-Si-O bond angle, and the Si-O-Si bond angle of the SiO2 layers of the interface

structure were 0.165 nm, 109 deg, and 135 deg, respectively. Because these values had been suited for the condition of a-SiO2,

it was confirmed that an excellent a-SiO2/SiC interface structure had been generated by heating and quenching calculation.

We performed first-principles molecular dynamics simulation of the SiO2/4H-SiC(0001) interface oxidation process. The O2

molecules are added one by one every 8ps up to the 10th O2 molecule in the SiO2 layer near the interface in the simulation of the

oxidation process, and the molecular dynamics calculation was carried out to 74.4ps. The Si layer at the SiC interface is fully

oxidized, and has become the SiO2 layer. We observed the dissociation process of the O2 molecule and the transition state of the

reaction. The C cluster, which is considered one of the candidate structures of the interface traps, is formed in the interface layer.
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1. Introduction
Silicon carbide (SiC) semiconductor devices are expected

to be used in severe environments such as outer space and

nuclear power plants. The performance of SiC MOSFET

devices to date is below theoretically expected performance

levels. This is widely considered to be attributed to defect at

the SiO2/SiC interface that degrades the electrical perform-

ance of the device. The relation among atomic structures,

interface defects and electrical characteristics is not clear at

present though many researchers have been studied to solve

these problems. In this study, we tried to solve these prob-

lems by the computer simulation of electronic structure of the

SiO2/SiC interface. The oxide layer of the real device has an

amorphous structure, and there is an interlayer in the

SiO2/SiC interface. To emulate the real device interface

structure with the computer simulation, it is important to con-

struct the amorphous SiO2 (a-SiO2) structure on SiC. In case

of a conventional calculation[1], a-SiO2/SiC interface struc-

ture has been substituted by the crystal SiO2/crystal SiC

structure that can be easily simulated by small-scale calcula-

tion. In such a small-scale calculation, a complex SiO2/SiC

interface structure was not able to be simulated because the

number of atoms included in these calculations was about

100 atoms at most, and the number of interfacial atoms was

about only 6–10. In this study, to simulate interfacial proper-

ty more precisely, we aimed to generate a-SiO2/SiC structure

with large-scale calculation to which the amorphous structure

was able to be constructed. And we carried out the dynamical

simulation of the oxidation process for the first-principles

molecular dynamics calculation of the SiO2/SiC interface.

2. Simulation result
2.1 Parameter search in the heating and quenching calcula-

tion that uses medium-scale interface model

Amorphous SiO2/SiC interface structure is made by

applying the heating and quenching calculation that uses the
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first principles molecular dynamics code VASP (Vienna ab-

initio Simulation Program)[2–4] to the atomic interface

structure model that consists of SiC crystal substrate and

crystalline SiO2 thin layers on the substrate. Various parame-

ters of the generation temperature condition etc. were decid-

ed by the trial calculation that used the medium scale model.

The heating and quenching calculation of 444 atoms of

SiO2/SiC interface structure that had been done last year[5]

used the condition of 3.0 ps heating by 4000 K and the cool-

ing speed of –1000 K/ps. The SiO2 surface layer was fixed to

prevent the interface atomic structure destruction at the high

temperature heating. The Si-O bond length, the Si-O-Si bond

angle, and the O-Si-O bond angle of the SiO2 layers are

0.165 nm, 145 deg, and 107 deg, respectively in interface

structure after cooled down to the room temperature. It was

confirmed that the values had suited the condition of a-SiO2

structure[6].

The atomic density of the interface structure was obtained

in the direction of the perpendicular of the interface. (Fig. 1)

The density of the SiC layer shows a periodic change that

reflects the crystalline structure. A periodic change was not

seen in the density of the SiO2 layers near the interface;

therefore, these layers are good amorphous structures.

However, the density of the SiO2 layers near the surface

shows a periodic change, that is the layers looks like the

crystal. It is guessed that the recrystallization occurred from

the surface by the process of quenching because the crys-

talline structure remained near the SiO2 surface that had been

fixed in heating until entering the quenching process. It was

suggested that the continuance annealing be necessary after

the surface had been released. As a result of searching for

the annealing condition, all SiO2 layers become the amor-

phous structures when the SiO2 surface is opened at 3500K

in the cooling process and SiO2 layers are continuously

annealed for 2ps keeping the temperature.

2.2 Simulation calculation of real device interface that uses

large-scale interface model

A large-scale interface structure that simulated a real

device was generated according to the temperature condition

decided by the heating and quenching calculation that used

the medium scale interface model. The generation of 

a-SiO2/SiC interface structure was tried by using the large

scale model that consisted of 1017 atoms (693 atoms at the

heating and quenching calculation). In the amorphous inter-

face structure generation using the medium-scale model, it

was observed that the recrystallization occurred in the

quenching process from the SiO2 surface fixed to the crys-

talline structure in the quenching process. Then, in the large

scale model, it was tried to improve amorphous structure

near the surface on the following conditions based on the

heating temperature condition in the medium scale model.

The interface structure melts by heating on the condition of

fixing the surface, and the structure is annealed continuously

when it is cooled below the temperature that it doesn't

destroy. Figure 2 shows the total energy of the interface

structure and the temperature condition of the heating and

quenching process. In addition, the figure shows the atomic

structure images of the interface model in a typical point.

The beta quartz is connected on the Si plane of 4H-

SiC(0001) crystal in an initial interface structure. The SiO2

layers melted heating the structure by 2 ps in the temperature

of 4000K on the condition of fixing SiC layers except 2

interfacial layers, surface Si of SiO2 layers and H that termi-

nate surface Si. The interface structure has been cooled

down to the temperature of 3500K without changing the

condition of being fixed. After the removal of H that termi-

nated surface Si and release of surface Si, the interface struc-

ture was continuously annealed for 2 ps at the temperature of

3500K. After free interfacial SiC layers had been expanded

from two layers to four layers, the interface structure was

quenched to the room temperature.

The atomic density in the process of heating and quench-

ing was obtained. Figure 3 shows the atomic density in the

interface structure in the direction of the perpendicular of the

interface. In the initial state of (1), the density of the interface

structure shows periodic distribution that reflects the crys-

talline structure. When the melting process ended at (2), the

periodic density distribution of the SiO2 layer was lost, and

the structure became random. The density on the SiO2 surface

Fig. 1  The atomic density of the 444 atoms of SiO2/SiC interface structure at room temperature.
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Fig. 2  The total energy of the interface structure, the temperature condition of the heating and

quenching process and the atomic structure images of the interface model.

Fig. 3  The atomic density in the interface structure.
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had the peak until the surface is released at (3) because Si

and H atom in surface had been fixed to the crystal position.

All layers of SiO2 structure became random by the time the

continuing annealing ended at (4). It was confirmed that the

recrystallization had not occurred because the periodic densi-

ty structure had not been observed after interface structure

had been cooled down to the room temperature at (5). 

Figure 4 shows the radial pair distribution function (RDF)

of all atoms (total RDF) and partial RDF derived by select-

ing the distance and existence probability between specific

elements of the SiO2 layers after it cools down to room tem-

perature. It is suggested that all SiO2 layers are good amor-

phous structures because fine structure that reflects the long

range order is not observed in total RDF. The first peak at

0.165 nm in total RDF originates in the Si-O bond length as

a result of evaluating partial RDF. The second peak at 0.268

nm in total RDF originates at the nearest neighbor distance

of O and O. Because the O-O bonding doesn't exist in SiO2

layers, this peak originates in O and O distance in the O-Si-

O bondings. When 0.165 nm of the Si-O bond length is

used, the O-Si-O bond angle becomes 109 deg. It agrees

well with the tetrahedral coordination angle of Si. Similarly,

the small peak at 0.305 nm in total RDF originates in Si and

Si distance of Si-O-Si bondings, and the Si-O-Si bond angle

becomes 135 deg. There is a small peak about 0.23 nm in

partial RDF of Si and Si. This means the Si-Si bonding actu-

ally exists in SiO2 layers as a defect structure. The short

range order of the bond length and the bond angle obtained

from the result of the analysis of these partial RDF has suit-

ed the condition of a-SiO2. Therefore, it was confirmed that

an excellent a-SiO2/SiC interface structure was generated by

heating and quenching calculation.

When the interfacial atomic structure was analyzed in

detail after it was quenched to the room temperature, a lot of

defect structures were observed near the interface in addition

to the Si-Si bonding to which existence was clarified by the

result of the RDF analysis. The Si dangling bond, the Si-Si

bonding, and 5 coordinations Si were observed near the inter-

face. In addition to these defects, the O dangling bond and 3

coordinations O were observed in SiO2 layers. There was no

defect in the SiC layers. It is thought that these defects were

generated with the following reasons. When the a-SiO2 and

the SiC crystal are connected, significant structure changes

such as the losses of the symmetry and density reduction

occur in the interface. Especially, O density in the interface

rises too much if all interface Si have bonding to O. To relax

these distortions near the interface, the defect structure will

be introduced. In the future, we will derive the electronic

structure of these defect structures, and desire to clarify the

relation between the defect structures and the interface states.

Fig. 4  Total and partial RDF of the SiO2 layers in the interface structure.

blue line: after quenching structure

red line: reference (initial structure)
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Fig. 5  First-principles molecular dynamics study of the SiO2/4H-SiC(0001) interface at 2500K.

The first O2 molecular was put at 0ps. (a) 0ps, (b) 3.2ps, (c) 3.422ps, (d) 3.472ps, 

(e) 4.0ps and (f) 74.4ps.

2.3 Dynamical simulation of SiO2/SiC interface oxidation

process

We performed first-principles molecular dynamics simula-

tion of the SiO2/4H-SiC(0001) interface oxidation process[5].

In the actual SiO2/SiC interface, the transition oxide layer is

observed, and it contains vacancies and dangling bonds.

These defects may be the trigger of oxidation. In order to

trigger the oxidation process, the C vacancy is introduced

into the SiC layer near the interface. The O2 molecules are

added one by one to the empty sphere in the SiO2 layer near

the interface in the simulation of the oxidation process.

The results of the molecular dynamics calculation of the

SiO2/4H-SiC(0001) interface with the C vacancy are shown

in Fig. 5. We put the first O2 molecule in the empty sphere of

the SiO2 layer. The dissociation of the O2 molecule occurred

as follows. In the fist step, the O2 molecule is bonded to the

Si atom, and the Si atom becomes five coordinates as shown

in Fig. 5 (b). In the second step, both O atoms of the O2 mol-

ecules are bonded to the same Si atom and a triangular con-

figuration is formed Si-O-O. In the third step, the bond of

the O2 molecule is broken but both O atoms of the O2 mole-

cule retain their bonds with the Si atom. The O atom bonded

to the Si atom of the SiO2/SiC interface moves to the C

vacancy position in the SiC layer. Subsequently, an O2 mole-

cule was added every 8ps up to the 10th O2 molecule, and

the molecular dynamics calculation was carried out to

74.4ps. The Si layer at the SiC interface is fully oxidized,

and has become the SiO2 layer. It is shown that the C atoms

at the SiC interface gather in one place and a C cluster is

formed, as shown in Fig. 5 (f). The SiC interface, except at

the C cluster became the SiO2 layer. The oxidation of the Si

atoms in the third layer from the SiC interface begins[7].

3. Conclusion
To emulate the oxide interface of the SiC semiconductor

device expected as an electronic device used under the

severe environment, the amorphous SiO2/crystalline SiC

interface atomic structure was generated with the computer

simulation of the heating and quenching method that used

the first-principles molecular dynamics code VASP. When

the SiO2 layers were extracted from the interface structure

generated by heating and quenching calculation that uses

693 atoms and the RDF was evaluated, the fine structure that

reflected the long range order was not observed. The Si-O

bond length, the O-Si-O bond angle, and the Si-O-Si bond

angle of the SiO2 layers were 0.165 nm, 109 deg, and 135

deg, respectively. Because these values had been suited for

the condition of a-SiO2, it was confirmed that an excellent 

a-SiO2/SiC interface structure had been generated by heating

and quenching calculation. Various defect structures had

been observed with the generation of the interface structure.

In the future, we will clarify the relation between the defect

structures and the interface states.

We performed the dynamical simulation of the SiO2/4H-

SiC(0001) interface oxidation process using first-principles

molecular dynamics. We observed the dissociation process of

the O2 molecule and the transition state of the reaction. The C

cluster, which is considered one of the candidate structures of

the interface traps, is formed in the interface layer.
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